Cells release membrane‐enclosed particles into their environment to communicate or to transport waste. These membrane‐enclosed particles are called extracellular vesicles (EVs) and are present in all body fluids. EVs are potential biomarkers, because their concentration and composition in body fluids change with disease [1](#cytoa23974-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#cytoa23974-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#cytoa23974-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#cytoa23974-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}.

Flow cytometry is often applied to characterize EVs in body fluids, because of its high throughput and ability to distinguish between different EV populations at single‐EV level based on immunophenotype [5](#cytoa23974-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}. Figure [1](#cytoa23974-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A shows that the majority of EVs in human urine have a diameter \<200 nm [6](#cytoa23974-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}. In plasma, at least 47% of EVs have a diameter \<200 nm [8](#cytoa23974-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}. A recent study involving multiple centers that use flow cytometry to study EVs [7](#cytoa23974-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} showed that most flow cytometers do not detect EVs \<200 nm based on scatter (Fig. [1](#cytoa23974-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}A). In fact, only 6 out of the 46 flow cytometers could detect a scatter of 300 nm EVs or smaller. Moreover, due to the power--law relation between EV concentration and diameter, the detected size range of a flow cytometer strongly affects the measured EV concentration, as shown in Figure [1](#cytoa23974-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}B. For example, a 3‐fold increase of the detected size range from \>300 to \>100 nm results in a 15‐fold increase in the measured EV concentration.

![Extracellular vesicle (EV) detection by common flow cytometers. (**A**) Size distribution of urinary EVs (*n* = 5) as measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and fitted with a power law (red line) [6](#cytoa23974-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}. Of the 46 flow cytometers tested in [7](#cytoa23974-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, 32 could detect EVs \>1,200 nm, 22 EVs \>600 nm, and only 6 could detect EVs \>300 nm. Here, we aim to enable detection of EVs \>100 nm (black line). (**B**) Increase in detected EV concentration as a function of the detected size range relative to the concentration of EVs \>1,200 nm. \[Color figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](CYTO-97-582-g001){#cytoa23974-fig-0001}

Multiple efforts have been described toward increasing the sensitivity of a flow cytometer for the detection of submicrometer particles [9](#cytoa23974-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#cytoa23974-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cytoa23974-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#cytoa23974-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#cytoa23974-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cytoa23974-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#cytoa23974-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#cytoa23974-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cytoa23974-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cytoa23974-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}. Most efforts focused on improving the side scatter (SSC) sensitivity [9](#cytoa23974-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#cytoa23974-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cytoa23974-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#cytoa23974-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#cytoa23974-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}. SSC is the logical choice when a single sensitive scatter detector is required, because SSC has a dark field configuration. From the signals of a single scatter detector, it is generally possible to derive particle size if the particle refractive index is known [19](#cytoa23974-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#cytoa23974-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#cytoa23974-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}. However, if the refractive index is unknown, only the ratio of SSC versus forward scatter (FSC) allows simultaneous determination of particle size and refractive index [22](#cytoa23974-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}. The refractive index proved useful to distinguish EVs from non‐EV particles, such as lipoproteins, which are abundantly present in plasma [23](#cytoa23974-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. Regardless of whether fluorescence‐ or scatter‐based detection is used, sensitive SSC and FSC detections are required to allow determination of particle size and refractive index. In addition, none of the previous reports [9](#cytoa23974-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#cytoa23974-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cytoa23974-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#cytoa23974-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#cytoa23974-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cytoa23974-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#cytoa23974-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#cytoa23974-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cytoa23974-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cytoa23974-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} showed a systematic and quantitative overview of the influence of an adaptation on the sensitivity of the flow cytometer. Such a systematic overview would provide insight in the relative contributions of the different adaptations to improve sensitivity and can indicate future directions for improvements.

Here, we systematically evaluated adaptations to the optical configuration and fluidics of a common flow cytometer (FACSCanto, Becton Dickinson \[BD\], Franklin Lakes, NJ), and show the resulting effects on the FSC, SSC, and fluorescence sensitivity. The evaluated adaptations include varying the obscuration bar shape, laser power, pinhole diameter, detector type, sample stream width, sample flow velocity, flow channel dimensions, and the pore size of the sheath filter. The aim is to enable detection of scatter signals from 100 nm EVs on both the FSC and SSC detectors.

Materials and Methods {#cytoa23974-sec-0002}
=====================

Materials {#cytoa23974-sec-0003}
---------

A mixture of green fluorescent polystyrene (PS) beads of 100, 300, 500, and 900 nm (Megamix‐plus FSC, Stago BNL, Leiden, the Netherlands) was used to evaluate flow cytometer sensitivity with every adaptation. The sensitivity of the optimized system was demonstrated using nonfluorescent 100 ± 7.8, 125 ± 4.5, 147 ± 4.3, 203 ± 5.3, 400 ± 7.3 nm NIST traceable PS beads (mean ± standard deviation \[SD\], all 3000 Series Nanosphere Size Standards, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Rockford, IL), 75 ± 7.7 nm silica bead (mean ± SD, Supporting Information Fig. [S1](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, SI‐0.1, Kisker Biotech GmbH, Steinfurt, Germany), 189 ± 2 and 374 ± 10 nm hollow silica beads (mean ± uncertainty, [24](#cytoa23974-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) and a urine EV sample.

Urine EV Sample {#cytoa23974-sec-0004}
---------------

Urine from five overnight fasting healthy male donors was collected and processed as described earlier [25](#cytoa23974-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}. Informed consent and approval from the ethics committee was obtained. Briefly, urine was pooled and centrifuged for 10 min at 180 *g*, 4°C, followed by 20 min at 1,560 *g*, 4°C to remove cells. Aliquots of 1 ml of the resulting cell‐free urine were snap‐frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C. Before use, 12 aliquots of cell‐free urine were thawed at 37°C, pooled, and centrifuged for 10 min at 1,560 *g*, 4°C to remove salt precipitation. The resulting cell‐ and salt‐precipitate‐free supernatant was diluted in phosphate‐buffered saline (PBS, 21‐031‐CVR, Corning, Corning, NY) before analysis.

Flow Cytometer Adaptations {#cytoa23974-sec-0005}
--------------------------

We systematically evaluated adaptations to the optical configuration and fluidics (*N* = 1 for all configurations) of a FACSCanto flow cytometer (Fig. [2](#cytoa23974-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). Upon hardware adaptations, FACSCanto should only be used for research purposes and cannot be used for diagnostic purposes.

![(**A**) Schematic representation of the adaptations made to increase sensitivity. Depicted is the channel inside the cuvette (black lines), containing the sheath stream with particles (red circles) and sample stream with particles (green circles). A projection of the detector pinhole (dashed black line) is also shown. Here we investigated how the scatter sensitivity depends on laser power (*P*), pinhole diameter (*d*), sample stream width (*w*), sample flow velocity (*v*), flow channel dimensions (*D*), and the pore size of the sheath filter. (**B**) Side scatter (SSC‐H) histogram of beads (blue) and noise (red). The median intensity (med, black squares) and robust standard deviation (rSD, whiskers) are used to calculate the separation index (SI) and robust coefficient of variation (rCV) according to Eqs. [1](#cytoa23974-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [2](#cytoa23974-disp-0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The SI thereby is a measure for the separation between a bead population and the noise, and the rCV for the reproducibility of the system. PS100, 100 nm polystyrene (PS) bead population; PS300, 300 nm PS bead population. \[Color figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](CYTO-97-582-g002){#cytoa23974-fig-0002}

### Optical configuration {#cytoa23974-sec-0006}

Obscuration bars with different designs were obtained from BD (cat\# 641570 and 647895). Among the tested obscuration bar designs are the standard design (\#1 in Fig. [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A), a symmetrical and asymmetrical vertical design (\#2 and \#3 in Fig. [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A), a cross design (\#4 in Fig. [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A), and a round design (\#5 in Fig. 3A). The vertical designs were tested because the laser is shaped as a vertical ellipse at the position of the obscuration bar, in which Obscuration bar 3 was intended to represent a slightly broader version of Obscuration bar 2. The cross design was tested as a thicker version of the standard design and the round design was tested because it blocks a uniform angle of light. For each FSC detection module, all obscuration bars were tested and the optimal one for that module was identified and used during all subsequent analysis with the module. The standard 20 mW laser of the FACSCanto was replaced with a 20--200 mW adjustable power laser (both 488 nm Sapphire, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA).

![Influence of (**A**) forward scatter (FSC) obscuration bar shape and (**B**) laser power on the separation index (SI, top panels) and robust coefficient of variation (rCV, bottom panels). For FSC (red triangles), data of 900 nm polystyrene (PS) are shown, for side scatter (SSC, black circles) and fluorescence (FL, blue squares) data of 100 nm PS are shown. The required SI for the depicted PS bead to allow detection of 100 nm extracellular vesicles for FSC (red lines) and SSC (black lines) as calculated using Mie theory are also shown. Data collected using standard flow cytometer set up. *A*, area parameter; *H*, height parameter. \[Color figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](CYTO-97-582-g003){#cytoa23974-fig-0003}

The standard SSC detection module of the FACSCanto (Supporting Information Fig. [S2](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) contains a pinhole with a diameter of 1,000 μm. Here we tested an SSC module (BD, Supporting Information Fig. [S2](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B) with a 105, 200, or 400 μm fiber (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ), which acts as a spatial pinhole, to see if further confocalization (i.e., decreasing the pinhole size) improves scatter sensitivity. Increased confocalization decreases the contribution of background scattered light (e.g., scattering of the channel walls and particles in the sheath; Fig. [2](#cytoa23974-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A) and thereby decreases the noise, thus potentially improving the sensitivity. Under the assumption that particles pass through the focus of the collection lens, and because the image of the particle is at least 14‐fold smaller than the pinhole, the pinhole does not affect the collection angles.

The standard FSC detection module (Supporting Information Fig. [S2](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) contains a photodiode (PD) and an obscuration bar to prevent the illuminating laser light from reaching the detector. Here, we confocalized FSC detection by replacing the standard FSC detection module with the dual FSC module (BD, Supporting Information Fig. [S2](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). In addition to an obscuration bar, the dual FSC module also contains a numerical aperture (NA) \~0.2 lens and 400 μm pinhole. Next to a PD, the dual FSC module contains a photomultiplier tube (PMT), which typically has lower detector noise than PDs.

Subsequently, a prototype tube FSC detection module (BD, Supporting Information Fig. [S2](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C) was tested, which consists of a PMT, a 6.7× magnifying lens set and a 100 μm pinhole to enable better separation between sample stream and background signals. This design was optimized using simulations in Zemax (Zemax LLC, Kirkland, WA), and the resulting optimized tube FSC detection module (Supporting Information Fig. [S2](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D) containing a 6.5× magnifying lens set and a 100, 200, or 300 μm pinhole (all Thorlabs) was tested.

### Fluidics {#cytoa23974-sec-0007}

The sample stream width (*w* in Fig. [2](#cytoa23974-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A) was varied by adjusting the sample pressure in the Diva software (BD). The resulting sample width was determined by running a fluorescent sample (diluted ink from yellow Stabilo Boss marker, Staples, Framingham, MA) and imaging the flow channel with a home‐built 2.8× microscope. The sample width was defined as the full width at half the maximum of the fluorescent intensity in the captured image.

The sample flow rate (*v* in Fig. [2](#cytoa23974-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A) was reduced by reducing the sheath flow rate, which due to the design of the flow cell determines the sample flow velocity. The sheath flow rate reduced by placing an adjustable flow tubing clip (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) on the sheath tubing. The sheath flow rate was measured by mass discharge and we confirmed a reciprocal relationship between the width parameter and the measured sheath flow rate (Supporting information, Fig. [S5](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While reducing the sheath flow rate, the sample stream width was monitored by microscopy (see previous paragraph) and kept constant by reducing the sample flow rate using a syringe pump (11Plus, Harvard apparatus, Holliston, MA). Another way to reduce the sample flow velocity is by decreasing the dimensions of the flow channel (*D* in Fig. [2](#cytoa23974-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A) in the cuvette. A narrower flow channel has a higher flow resistance, thereby causing a reduction in sample flow velocity. Here, we tested a cuvette (Hellma, Jena, Germany) with an inner flow channel of half the dimensions of the standard one. The sampling rate of the analog‐to‐digital converter was 10 MHz for all adaptations. Lastly, the standard 0.2 μm sheath filter was replaced with a 0.1 μm filter (Millipak‐100, Merck Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany).

Flow Cytometry Analysis {#cytoa23974-sec-0008}
-----------------------

To optimize the hardware (Figs. [2](#cytoa23974-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#cytoa23974-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#cytoa23974-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), green fluorescence of the Megamix‐plus FSC beads was detected in the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) channel (530/30 band‐pass filter) and in the phycoerythrin (PE) channel (585/42 band‐pass filter). The fluorescence detected in the FITC channel was used to trigger data acquisition, to ensure detection of all beads throughout the adaptations. The fluorescence detected in the PE channel was used to monitor the effect of the adaptations on the fluorescence sensitivity, and as a control. The Megamix beads were diluted in 10‐fold concentrated PBS (BE17‐525F, Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) and purified and deionized water to obtain Megamix beads in 1‐fold concentrated PBS. A minimum of 1,000 events per bead population were acquired. Noise levels were estimated by measuring PBS while triggering on the FITC channel with low threshold (200 arbitrary units \[a.u.\]) and high voltage (600 V). The resulting randomly triggered events enable an approximation of FSC and SSC noise.

To enable determination of the separation index (SI), and thereby monitor the sensitivity, both noise and bead signal need to be within the dynamic range of the detector. Thereto, the PMT voltage was adjusted after every adaptation, according to a standardized protocol. The voltage on the FITC channel was configured to attain a rate of 1000 (noise) events/s in PBS using FITC triggering. Next, the SSC voltage was set such that the 300 nm bead had an intensity of 10^5^ a.u., and the PE voltage such that the 500 nm bead had an intensity of 10^4^ a.u. Since only the 900 nm bead was detectable on FSC in the standard configuration, the FSC PMT voltage was instead configured to center the noise in the FSC channel around 10^2^ a.u. At the used PMT voltages, the optical noise is dominant over the electronic noise for all channels (robust SD \[rSD\] with laser off ≤2.5·rSD with laser on), except for SSC after the illumination and detection adaptations. After these adaptations, the noise on SSC was no longer within the dynamic range using the 300 nm bead setting approach, so for the fluidics experiments the noise on SSC was also centered around 10^2^ a.u. with the PMT voltage, causing the optical noise to be dominant again. For a complete description of the flow cytometer configuration, operating conditions and data analysis, see the MIFlowCyt list in Supporting Information [Data S1](#cytoa23974-supitem-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the optimized system (Fig. [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}), we triggered on SSC to enable detection of nonfluorescent beads. Noise levels were estimated by triggering on the FITC channel, as described before.

Data Analysis {#cytoa23974-sec-0009}
-------------

The SI and rCV (Fig. [2](#cytoa23974-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B) for each bead population were calculated as follows:$${SI} = \frac{\text{median}_{\text{bead}} - \text{median}_{\text{noise}}}{2 \bullet {rSD}_{\text{noise}}},$$ $${rCV} = \frac{{rSD}_{\text{bead}}}{\text{median}_{\text{bead}}} \bullet 100\%,$$with median~bead~ the median intensity of the bead population, median~noise~ the median intensity of the noise, and rSD~noise~ and rSD~bead~ the robust SD of the noise and bead, respectively, defined as$${rSD} = ½\left( {\text{percentile}_{84.13} - \text{percentile}_{15.87}} \right),$$with percentile~84.13~ and percentile~15.87~ the intensity of the noise or bead population at those percentiles. Eq. [1](#cytoa23974-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} was selected in analogy to the Stain Index [26](#cytoa23974-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, which is commonly used to express brightness in fluorescence. The rCV was preferred over the CV because the rCV is less affected by outliers. Data analysis was done in Matlab R2018b (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The SI and rCV were calculated for both the height and area parameters. Data for both parameters are given in the figures. However, the SI on the area parameter was negative for some configurations, making expressions of fold changes between configurations meaningless. Therefore, under the condition that the area and height parameters show the same trend, the text contains only quantitative statements of the height parameter. For SSC and fluorescence, data of the 100 nm bead are shown in all figures. For FSC, the bead used to follow progress differs per figure, as a result of large improvements in sensitivity. Throughout this manuscript, an improvement in sensitivity is defined as an increase in SI \>1‐fold and/or a reduction in rCV \>1‐fold.

Mie Theory {#cytoa23974-sec-0010}
----------

Scatter versus diameter relations were calculated for the standard and optimized FACSCanto FSC and SSC detection modules as described previously [19](#cytoa23974-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, using Mie theory and a bead mixture with beads of known size and refractive index (Exometry, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). Since the standard FSC detection module detects only one bead of the bead mixture, modeling of the optical configuration of the FSC detection module was performed by manual calculations based on geometry. Using the scatter versus diameter relations, the scatter intensities in a.u. can be linked to the corresponding scattering cross section (*σ* ~s~) in nm^2^.

The scatter intensity of a 100 nm EV can be derived from the scatter versus diameter relation for EVs (assuming a refractive index of 1.40 throughout this manuscript unless stated otherwise). Assuming that the noise shape is conserved (i.e., SD/median will stay the same), the required noise median to achieve an SI of 1 for a 100 nm EV can be derived from Eq. [1](#cytoa23974-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. With the scatter versus diameter relation for PS, this noise median can be translated into an SI needed for any specific size PS bead, at which 100 nm EVs will then be detectable. The resulting SIs are depicted as the "target" in Figures [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#cytoa23974-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#cytoa23974-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. See Supplemental Information [Appendix](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} S1 for a detailed description of the calculation of the target values. Furthermore, using the measured noise distributions on the standard and optimized FACSCanto, the median signal at which an SI of 2 is achieved can be calculated from Eq. [1](#cytoa23974-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The detection limits for EVs were subsequently derived from the scatter versus diameter relations for EVs with a refractive index ranging between 1.37 [22](#cytoa23974-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#cytoa23974-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} and 1.40 [28](#cytoa23974-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#cytoa23974-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}.

Results {#cytoa23974-sec-0011}
=======

Optical Configuration {#cytoa23974-sec-0012}
---------------------

Figure [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A shows the effect of the obscuration bar shape on the SI and rCV in the standard flow cytometer. Since the obscuration bar is in the detection path of FSC only, no differences were expected nor observed for SSC and fluorescence. Figure [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A shows that the obscuration bar shape mainly affected the rCV for FSC, with minor variations in the SI (\<1.5‐fold). The latter can be explained by the fact that the noise suppression reaches a maximum once the entire laser beam is blocked, which is the case for all tested obscuration bars. A possible explanation for the changes in rCV is that variations in the FSC intensity due to the position of the particle in the sample stream are more efficiently canceled out by one obscuration bar than the other. The round obscuration bar (\#5 in Fig. [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A) resulted in the lowest rCV (1.9‐fold improvement) in the standard flow cytometer, and also for the other FSC modules (data not shown). Therefore, we used the round obscuration bar in all further experiments.

Figure [3](#cytoa23974-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B shows the effect of the laser power on the SI and rCV in the standard flow cytometer. An increased laser power resulted in an improved SI and rCV for all detectors. Because the scattered power is linearly proportional to the illuminating power, an increase in laser power increases the number of scattered photons, thereby increasing the SI and decreasing rCV according to photon statistics.

Figure [4](#cytoa23974-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the influence of laser power in combination with adaptations in the FSC and SSC detection modules on the SI and rCV. The first column of the graphs shows the SI and rCV for the standard FACSCanto. Increasing the laser power from 20 to 200 mW (second column), improved the SI 19‐fold for FSC, 4.4‐fold for SSC, and 3.0‐fold for fluorescence. The 10‐fold increase in laser power could achieve a 19‐fold improvement in SI for FSC because SI \<1 at 20 mW. The rCV thereby worsened 1.2‐fold for FSC and improved 1.5‐fold for SSC and 1.7‐fold for fluorescence. Confocalization (third column) worsened the SI 1.2‐fold for FSC and improved the SI 5.1‐fold for SSC. The rCV improved 1.1‐fold for FSC and worsened 1.5‐fold for SSC. Replacing the 200 μm fiber on SSC for a 105 μm fiber did not improve SSC sensitivity (e.g., worsened the SI 2.5‐fold and the rCV 2.7‐fold, data not shown). The 400 μm fiber improved the rCV 1.6‐fold, but worsened the SI 1.2‐fold (data not shown). As shown by the SI of the 100 nm PS bead relative to the target, the combination of increased laser power and the 200 μm fiber enabled detection of 100 nm EVs on SSC (third column). Since we thereby reached our aim for SSC detection, further modifications to the optical configuration were focused on the FSC module. Replacement of the FSC PD with a PMT in the confocalized setup (fourth column), improved the SI on FSC 66‐fold and the rCV 4.2‐fold. Addition of two magnifying lens sets and reduction of the pinhole diameter (fifth column) improved the SI 10‐fold, with only a slight worsening of the rCV (1.3‐fold). Optimization of this setup by replacing the two magnifying lens sets with a single one led to another 1.9‐fold improvement in the SI while keeping the rCV similar (improvement of 1.0‐fold, sixth column). Changing the 200 μm pinhole for a 100 or 300 μm pinhole did not improve FSC sensitivity (SI worsened \>1.4‐fold, data not shown).

![Influence of laser power in combination with adaptations in the detection modules on the separation index (SI, top panels) and robust coefficient of variation (rCV, bottom panels). For forward scatter (FSC, red triangles), data of 500 nm PS are shown, for side scatter (SSC, black circles) and fluorescence (FL, blue squares) data of 100 nm PS are shown. Lines represent the required SI for the depicted PS bead to allow detection of 100 nm extracellular vesicles for FSC (red lines) and SSC (black lines), as calculated using Mie theory. *A*, area parameter; *H*, height parameter; PD, photodiode, PMT, photomultiplier tube. \[Color figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](CYTO-97-582-g004){#cytoa23974-fig-0004}

All together, the SI improved 2.1·10^4^‐fold for FSC, 23‐fold for SSC, and 2.9‐fold for fluorescence due to adaptations in the optical configuration, and the rCV improved 2.9‐fold for FSC, 1.1‐fold for SSC, and 1.7‐fold for fluorescence. We continued with the optimized optical configuration (last column) to study the influence of adaptations in the fluidics on the SI and rCV.

Fluidics {#cytoa23974-sec-0013}
--------

Figure [5](#cytoa23974-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A shows the influence of the sample stream width on the SI and rCV. The sample flow rate was kept constant during these experiments. Reducing the sample stream width from 25 to 12 μm improved the SI 1.8‐fold for FSC, 1.3‐fold for SSC, and 1.0‐fold for fluorescence. The rCV thereby improved 1.8‐fold for FSC, 2.2‐fold for SSC, and 1.1‐fold for fluorescence.

![Influence of (**A**) sample stream width and (**B**) sample flow velocity on the separation index (SI, top panels) and robust coefficient of variation (rCV, bottom panels). For forward scatter (FSC, triangles), data of 300 nm PS are shown, for side scatter (SSC, black circles) and fluorescence (FL, blue squares) data of 100 nm PS are shown. Lines represent the required SI for the depicted PS bead to allow detection of 100 nm extracellular vesicles for FSC (red lines) and SSC (black lines), as calculated using Mie theory. Data collected using optimal detection setup (Fig. [4](#cytoa23974-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}, right column). Sensitivity of the final optimized FACSCanto as indicated by the arrow in panel A. *A*, area parameter; *H*, height parameter. \[Color figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](CYTO-97-582-g005){#cytoa23974-fig-0005}

The influence of the sheath flow rate, and thereby sample flow velocity, on the SI and rCV is shown in Figure [5](#cytoa23974-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}B. The sample stream width was kept constant during these experiments. Here, the height parameter and the area parameter show a different trend. While the SI of the height parameter does not change (1.1‐fold improvement for FSC, 1.5‐fold worsening for SSC, 1.1‐fold improvement for fluorescence), the SI of the area parameter does. This can be explained by the fact that a longer transit time will result in light being scattered by the particle over a longer period of time, so the integrated scattered light over time will be higher (i.e. area parameter), but the maximal amplitude of the scattered light per time point will not change significantly (i.e. height parameter). For the area parameter, a 17.5‐fold reduction in sample flow velocity improved the SI 15‐fold for FSC, 7.7‐fold for SSC, and 9.6‐fold for fluorescence. The area rCV, however, worsened 2.8‐fold for FSC, 2.5‐fold for SSC, and improved 2.5‐fold for fluorescence. Also, the height rCV increased with decreasing flow rate. Such increases in the rCV are undesirable, since high rCVs indicate poor reproducibility and decrease resolution.

Combining a low sample flow velocity (0.4 m/s, 1 mL/min) with a low sample stream width (12 μm) slightly improved the rCVs, but still resulted in an rCV of 45% for SSC (Supporting Information Fig. [S3](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The overall gain in FSC SI is thereby small (1.9‐fold compared to decreasing the sample stream width alone). Taken together, the tested reductions in sample flow velocity do not improve the scatter sensitivity of this system. Similarly, a 2‐fold reduction in the dimensions of the flow channel in the cuvette did not result in substantial changes in the SI or rCV (Supporting Information Fig. [S3](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The latter could be explained by the fact that the contribution of background light is higher in a narrower flow channel, because the walls of the flow channel are closer to the sample stream and thus to the detector pinhole. In addition, reducing the pore size of the sheath filter from 0.2 to 0.1 μm did not change the SI or rCV (Supporting Information Fig. [S3](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Changing the filters thus did not reduce the noise level.

With regard to the fluidics, only decreasing the sample stream width improved the scatter sensitivity of the flow cytometer in this study. The optimized FACSCanto thus has the sensitivity as depicted in Figure [5](#cytoa23974-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A at a sample stream width of 12 μm (arrow in Fig. [5](#cytoa23974-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A).

EV Measurement {#cytoa23974-sec-0014}
--------------

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the optimized FACSCanto, beads and EVs isolated from human urine were measured using SSC thresholding on both the optimized FACSCanto (Fig. [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A,C) and a standard FACSCanto II (Fig. [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B,D), which has a comparable sensitivity to the standard FACSCanto. PMT voltages on both instruments were set according to the protocol described in "Materials and Methods" section, and a low sample flow rate was used on the FACSCanto II.

![(**A**,**B**) Contour plots of side (SSC‐H) versus forward scatter (FSC‐H) for beads and noise on the optimized FACSCanto (A) and standard FACSCanto II (B). Noise data acquired using a trigger on the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) channel as described in "Materials and Methods" section. (**C**,**D**) scatter plots of SSC‐H versus FSC‐H for urinary extracellular vesicles (gray dots) and noise (orange) as measured on the optimized FACSCanto (C) and standard FACSCanto II (D). Bottom and left axes (black) show the scattering intensities in arbitrary units (a.u.), top and right axes (green) show the corresponding scattering cross section (*σ* ~s~) in nm^2^ as described in "Materials and Methods" section. Data of the height (*H*) parameter are shown, since theses data showed a better separation from the noise. Si, silica; HS, hollow silica; PS, polystyrene; Si75, 75 nm silica beads. \[Color figure can be viewed at [wileyonlinelibrary.com](http://wileyonlinelibrary.com)\]](CYTO-97-582-g006){#cytoa23974-fig-0006}

Figure [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A shows that on the optimized FACSCanto, the 189 and 374 nm hollow silica beads can easily be detected on SSC. On FSC, the 374 nm hollow silica bead is almost separated from the noise. On the standard FACSCanto (Fig. [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B), both hollow silica beads cannot be detected. On the optimized FACSCanto, 100 nm PS is 2 decades from the noise on SSC, whereas on the standard FACSCanto it is still indiscernible from the noise. The smallest detectable bead (SI \> 1) on the optimized FACSCanto is 75 nm silica on SSC and 150 nm PS on FSC. On the standard FACSCanto, the smallest detectable bead is 125 nm PS on SSC and \>400 nm PS on FSC.

Since the 75 nm silica beads were close to the detection limit, there is a risk of swarm detection, meaning that hundreds of particles are simultaneously illuminated and wrongly detected as single particles [21](#cytoa23974-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}. To exclude swarm detection of 75 nm silica beads, we determined the size distribution of the beads by transmission electron microscopy (Supporting Information Fig. [S1](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to (1) confirm absence of contaminations \<75 nm, which may contribute to swarm detection, and (2) determine the mean size and total concentration of the beads. Next, we diluted the silica beads to a concentration of 10^7^/ml, at which only 1--2.5% of the events is caused by the simultaneous presence of two silica beads (Supporting Information Fig. [S4](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The fact that the measured bead concentration was only a factor 2 lower than expected, thereby excludes swarm and coincidence detection. Figure [S6](#cytoa23974-supitem-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} of the Supporting Information shows a calibration of the SSC‐H detector using Mie theory to further confirm that single 75 nm silica beads indeed exceed the trigger threshold.

Figure [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C,D shows clear differences between the FSC versus SSC plots of the urine EVs on both flow cytometers. In addition to the standard axis in a.u., the calibrated axis in terms of the measured *σ* ~s~ in nm^2^ is shown. The *σ* ~s~ of a 100 nm EV (refractive index 1.40) and 75 nm silica beads (refractive index 1.463) for SSC on the optimized FACSCanto are 1.52 and 1.31 nm^2^, respectively. Since these values for *σ* ~s~ exceed the *σ* ~s~ of the noise in Figure [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}C, modeling thus shows that 100 nm EVs and 75 nm silica beads are separated from the noise on SSC of the optimized FACSCanto. Furthermore, the calibrated axis show that the optimized FACSCanto allows detection of signals that are two orders of magnitude lower on SSC, and three orders of magnitude lower on FSC compared to the standard FACSCanto.

Discussion {#cytoa23974-sec-0015}
==========

In this study, we systematically evaluated adaptations to the optical configuration and fluidics of a common flow cytometer, the FACSCanto, and showed the resulting effects on the FSC, SSC, and fluorescence sensitivity.

rCVs were found to worsen slightly upon increased confocalization for SSC, which is because the 200‐μm pinhole diameter is near the projected width of the imaged sample stream at the pinhole (\~150 μm). This configuration leads to sample position‐dependent transmission of light through the pinhole, with the highest transmission for particles that travel through the center of the pinhole. A magnifying lens set added to FSC allowed optimization of the projected width of the sample stream at the pinhole and the pinhole diameter, using commercially available pinholes. A decreased sample stream width enabled further optimization resulting in improved rCVs and slight improvements in the SI. Previous work suggested that the pinhole diameter should be twice the projected sample stream diameter to achieve low rCVs [17](#cytoa23974-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}. Here, the final system has a 12 μm wide sample stream, which results in a 96 μm projected sample stream diameter for SSC, and 78 μm for FSC, which compared to the 200 μm pinholes used indeed results in a factor of \~2.

Several studies increased the sensitivity of their flow cytometer by increasing the transit time of the particle in the laser beam, that is, decreasing the sample flow velocity [10](#cytoa23974-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#cytoa23974-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}. Unexpectedly, for this system, the rCV on FSC and SSC worsened when decreasing the sample flow velocity, even though we adjusted the sample flow rate to the sheath flow rate to maintain the same sample stream width. Analysis of the sample stream width revealed a 1.86‐fold increase in the sample stream width with decreasing flow velocity, which was found to be partly due to diffusion of the fluorescent dye molecules into the sheath. For EV particle sizes, however, diffusion is at least 50‐fold smaller, and therefore unlikely to play a role. Another explanation for the observed worsening in rCV could be that the fluidics becomes less stable due to the restriction on the sheath flow rate, or the design of the cuvette and cuvette holder. Fluidic instability can cause fluctuations in the position of the sample stream, which will worsen rCVs as not all scattered light will be collected with equal efficiency by the pinholes.

With the exception of the worsened rCVs at low sample flow velocities, the effects of the adaptations described in this study are expected to be similar for at least all BD flow cytometers incorporating a cuvette, and possibly all flow cytometers. The described adaptations can therefore be used to increase the sensitivity of any (BD) flow cytometer. Except for the adaptation of the sample flow velocity, the effects of the adaptations were thereby similar for the height and area parameter. For FSC, the highest impact was changing the PD for a PMT (66‐fold SI improvement). For SSC, both increased laser power and reduced pinhole diameter caused a similar improvement in the SI (4.4‐ and 5.1‐fold, respectively).

The adaptations in the optical configuration and fluidics resulted in a total improvement of the SI on FSC of 3.8·10^4^‐fold, on SSC of 30‐fold, and on fluorescence of 2.9‐fold. As a result, the estimated detection limits (SI = 2) for EVs (refractive index between 1.37--1.40 [22](#cytoa23974-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#cytoa23974-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#cytoa23974-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#cytoa23974-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) changed from 1,228--1,571 nm on FSC and 182--272 nm on SSC for the standard FACSCanto, to 246--310 nm on FSC and 91--117 nm on SSC for the optimized FACS Canto. On FSC, another \~50‐fold improvement is needed to allow detection of 100 nm EVs. A possible way to further increase the FSC sensitivity is by using a 405 nm laser instead of 488 nm, which has been shown to increase the scattered light intensity for SSC \~2‐fold [30](#cytoa23974-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} and should be effective for FSC as well. Another way would be to increase the laser power \>200 mW, and/or to increase the NA. The latter will require modification of the SSC objective holder, since this is now physically obstructing the realization of a large NA on FSC. Another route toward improved sensitivity might be to improve the signal processing. In addition to hardware adaptations, this will require adaptation of the software, which is why we did not explore this route in the current study.

As shown in Figure [6](#cytoa23974-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A, the smallest detectable bead (SI \> 1) on the optimized FACSCanto is 75 nm silica on SSC and 150 nm PS on FSC. The SSC sensitivity is thereby better than or comparable to reported in previously mentioned work (better than References [9](#cytoa23974-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#cytoa23974-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#cytoa23974-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#cytoa23974-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#cytoa23974-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cytoa23974-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#cytoa23974-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#cytoa23974-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, comparable to Reference [11](#cytoa23974-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Only the NanoFCM [10](#cytoa23974-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#cytoa23974-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} has a higher SSC sensitivity of 24 nm silica beads. For FSC, only the Beckman Coulter MoFlo Asterios [31](#cytoa23974-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} has a comparable and the BD Influx [16](#cytoa23974-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} a better sensitivity than our optimized FACSCanto. Both the NanoFCM and BD Influx, however, are not suited to be used in routine (clinical) labs, the NanoFCM because of its low count rate (\~200 events/s [10](#cytoa23974-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}), and the BD Influx because it requires the permanent presence of a highly skilled operator. Here, we thus present the first operator‐friendly, high‐throughput flow cytometer with a high sensitivity on SSC and FSC, enabling the determination of EV size and refractive index in human body fluids.
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**Appendix** **S1.** Determination of the target values

**Figure S1:** Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of SI‐0.1 beads (batch GK1231543‐02) purchased from Kisker Biotech GmbH, Steinfurt, Germany. The mean diameter as specified by Kisker is 100 nm. Evaluation of 46 TEM images from the actual bead sample revealed a mean diameter of 75 nm with a standard deviation of 7.7 nm. Black scale bars represent 100 nm.

**Figure S2:** Schematic representation of the different forward (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) detection modules. A) Standard configuration of the FACSCanto. B) Dual FSC and SSC modules including a high resolution detection module in addition to the standard configuration. C) Tube FSC module. D) Optimized tube FSC module. 488/10: bandpass filter, 488 mirror: NFD01‐488 (Semrock), BB: blocker bar, FC: flow cell, NA: numerical aperture, PD: photodiode, PMT: photomultiplier tube

**Figure S3:** Influence of fluidics changes on the separation index (SI, top panel) and robust coefficient of variation (rCV, bottom panel). For forward scatter (FSC, red triangles), data of 300 nm polystyrene (PS) is shown, for side scatter (SSC, black circles) and fluorescence (FL, blue squares) data of 100 nm PS is shown. Lines represent the required SI for the depicted PS bead to allow detection of 100 nm extracellular vesicles for FSC (red lines) and SSC (black lines), as calculated using Mie theory. A: area parameter, H: height parameter, std: cuvette with a flow channel of standard dimensions, nar: cuvette with a flow channel of half the standard dimensions

**Figure S4:** Measured concentration of singlets (black squares) and doublets (red circles) versus reciprocal dilution for 150 nm polystyrene beads. For concentrations ≤ 4·10^7^ beads/mL and count rates ≤ 2·10^4^ events/s, the singlets scale linearly with the reciprocal dilution (black line). At the maximum concentration (green dashed line), the estimated percentage of doublets is 2.5%

**Figure S5:** Median width of the 380 nm fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) beads of Rosetta Calibration (Exometry, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) versus the sheath flow rate. Data are fitted with the reciprocal function y=1/(a+b∙x). For side scattered light (SSC), a=1.915∙10^‐6^, b=1.066∙10^‐6^, and R^2^= 1.000. For FITC, a=1.47627∙10^‐6^, b=1.319∙10^‐6^, and R^2^=1.000. The maximum width is 262080 arbitrary units (a.u.)

**Figure S6:** Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) side scattered light (SSC‐H) and side scattering cross section (σ~s~) versus the diameter of polystyrene (squares) and silica beads (circles). The theory models a lens with a numerical aperture of 1.1 that is placed perpendicular to the propagation direction of a 488 nm laser beam. The theory describes the data well (R^2^=0.99). According to this calibration, silica beads down to 70 nm exceed the SSC trigger threshold
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Click here for additional data file.
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